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It.hoc a, New York 
., 
-- ____ ... . ~ . ··---- . 
S.tude.nts Str·ive To 
Restore CIIS Cuts 
Wh-alen Address·es Heated 
Community Council Session 
On Sunday and Monday, 
February 8th and 9th, ~;Petition 
was circulated outside of the 
Ithaca College dining halls and at 
a desk located in the Egbert 
Union. The petition was an 
appeal to the Ithaca College · 
administration to find the funds 
necessary for the ens program 
of study to continue at its 
present level. 
"The resµlts were impres-
,ive," according to Michael Zal-
k in and Christopher Colter, the 
petition's originators. Over 1500 
students and 33 faculty members" 
signed the document. All the _ 
signatures were collected within 
a sing1~24 hour time-span. 
The results of the petition 
will be personally conveyed to 
President Whalen by Zalkin and 
Colter l~ter this week. Also, a 
letter has been drawn up and will 
he sent to each of the members of 
the Board of Trustees, to inform 
them of the petition and its 
rPsults. 
Willard T. Daetsch, director 
of the Center for Individual anci 
Interdisciplinary ·studi~s. stated, 
"It would require approximately 
$20,000 to return the ens 
program of courses to its 1975-76 
level." 
In presenting the petition to 
,tu dents and faculty, the follow-
ing points were stressed uponi 
inquiry: . 
l) The $350 increase in costs 
of attending Ithaca College 
~hould not be accompanied by 
derreases in course offerings. 
2) The administration 
,hould "find· the funds" from 
WITHIN the proposed budget of 
1976-77 without any additional 
tuition increases or depletion· of 
any other courses in_ any scho.ol 
or dt>partment of Itha-i:a College. 
3) The CIIS is an alterna-
tive, progressive program which 
orignated as-the result of STU-
DENT input. . 
The petition read as follows: 
"The proposed budget for 
the -1976-77 school year contains 
cuts in the Center for individual 
and Interdisciplinary Studies 
(CJIS). Thes~ c_uts would result 
in a decrease in the number of 
courses offered by the Cent'er, 
from a current average of 16 per 
semester to an average of 8-10 
per semester (according to Wil-
lard T. Daetsch. direr.tor of thP 
[continued on page 2) Chairman "Bo" Brown (Photo by: Richard Morse I 
Community Council Closes Meeting 
To Ithaca Journal: An Analysis 
By Paul Stern 
A News Analysis 
Prior to the discussion of the budget at last 
week's Community Council meeting, Council 
Chairman Firman Bro.w:n ~.askecl...the attending 
membership if they had any objection to restricting 
th(• meeting to "the College community". Hearing 
no objection the Community Council meeting was 
<;ea led to those not of "the College community." As 
it turned out the only person forced to leave the 
room was an Ithaca Journal reporter. 
It took more than an hour and a half before the 
According to Chairman Brown, the executive 
committee of Community Council met on January 
26 and at that time, he said, it was. "the general 
consensus that this is what should happen." Hj:! 
noted that there pad been no formal vote by the 
C£1P1~itte~,--, "i _ .• 
All seven members of the executive committee 
have admitted that they did vote in favor of 
excluding the Journal reporter. The seven 
members of the Executive committee are; Bo· 
Brown (who does not vote), Gus Perialas, Dave 
Lord, Don Woodman, Judy Dinger, Bill Richmond 
and Steve Deuitch. 
Counril was formally asked to vote to reconsider _________ ...., ____ _,,..,......,===-
the removal of the Journal reporter, and at that 
time they upheld the earlier ruling. News Analysis 
The exclusion of the reporter Y..as received by a::==: .......... ..,..====-=-=---==!"'""'"==~=====:== 
many as a violation of freedom of the press. Woodman (Associate,.Professor, Communica-
Assistant to the President, Walter Borton tions) stated, "It was in the best interests of the 
said, nspeaking not for the administration., but for College for anyone other than community members 
myself, I felt it was an inappropriate action." (the outside press) not to be present because of the 
Borton hesitated, however, in speculating ch.ance of mis-interpretation of the issues and what 
what the president's thoughts were, saying only, was bei.!)g said." 
"It was his feeling that it was the Community He added: "The issue ... could have been a very 
Council's decision." [continued on page 4) 
By Mark Engstrom 
President James J. Whalen 
attended the Community Council 
meeting last Thursday night in 
an effort to answer questions 
regarding the proposed budget 
increases for next year. In 
addition to Council members, a 
sizeable number of students, 
along with some faculty and 
staff, were present to ask 
questions and offer view-points 
to Whalen. 
Council Chairman Firman 
(Bo) Brown began the meeting 
with an announcement that the 
meeting would be limited to 
members of the Ithaca College 
community. A reporter from 
The Ithaca Journal was then 
asked to leave. 
This action led to the 
introduction of a motion before 
the council to open the meeting 
to all those wishing to attend 
regardless of whether they were 
community members. The mo-
tion w.as defeated in a voice vote. 
The sponsors of this motion 
explained that unless The Ithaca 
~ournal's reporter was allowed 
to cover the meeting that the 
College would be violating the 
freedom of the press, and all 
those connected with the school 
who rely on the Journal for 
information would remain ignor-
ant of the meeting's proceedings. 
Brown also announced that 
the questions and comments of 
non-council members would be 
limited to two minutes. This rule 
caused several students to walk 
out of the meeting when proce-
dural matters prevented them 
from completing their state-
ments. 
Whalen generated a great 
deal of discussion when he 
[continued on page SJ 
Henderson Report Under Question 
:,y_Peter Ajemian 
Concern for the apparent 
disparity between the Hender-
son Report and the administra-
tion's sUmll':iry of that report 
was expreS!?ed at the Staff 
Council meeting Tuesday night.. 
( -
As prev10usly reported, 
Henderson was called in by 
President Whalen to make an 
objective evaluation of personnel 
problems at Ithaca College. He 
~pt•nt three days here · in No-
veu.oer, had· interviews with 
approximately 20 supervisory 
personnel including all vice-pres-
idents, talked with approxima-
tely 60 staff personnel, anl-met 
with officers and representatives 
on the Staff Council. 
Henderson stated conclusi-
ons that were somewhat _disturb-
ing. In his summary statement 
he said, "At the root of current 
dissatisfaction is a lack of trust 
and confidence in the peri_mnnel 
programs and the people admin-
istering tho-;e programs and a 
perception that non-teaching 
pe~sonnel are not recognized as a 
cont,ributing element in the mis-
sion of Ithaca College." 
Disi;repancies, Noted 
\ 
Several differences between 
the original Henderson report 
and the summary presented by 
Vice-President of Busine~s and 
Finance Farinella at · the Staff 
Council meeting were brought up 
' by student Paul Stern. Among 
the discrepancies mentioned by 
Stern was a recommendation in 
the . Henderson report that "the 
College might reconsider hi,ring 
an outside firm to recommend a 
job classification structure and 
perform job evaluations for all 
classified positions," while in the 
summary from the President's 
office there is no mention of an 
outside firm being called in. 
Paul Farinella, who com-
mented on each of the recom-
mendations, said, in response to 
the above, "we're going to have 
to wait_until the day when the 
new Personnel Director arrives." 
Among the other sugges-
tions in the President's summary 
read by Farinella were: a 
~evision of the Personnel Office, 
improved, understanding bet-
ween administration and staff, 
and a study of . the present 
grievance procedure. · One last 
recommended item Farinella 
spoke of was implementing a 
computer phase of analysis -
which .would involve buying a 
computer that might cost up to 
40 thousand dollars - to aid in 
sorting paychecks. 
Further Discrepancies 
In his report Henderson also 
stated, "From my point of view, 
the· important consideration is 
that the campus community has 
lost confidence in the Personnel 
Office, and changes in personnel 
or approach are mandated to 
affirm the institution's commit-
ment to solid personnel pro-
grams and the execution 
thereof." 
B. In the Administration's 
summary, there is no reference 
to this despite the fact that a new 
Personnel Director is to be 
named by June 1, 1976. · 
2) A .. In reference to the 
fact -that two Personnel Office 
(continued on page 9) 
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.. ~CIISCuts 
(continue? from ~.e 1) 
munity Council meeting on Feb-
ruary 5th. 
, . ··'":'Riffi'S camp·a1gn Visi~IC 
. • ' - . i":,, 
ByJooChoate, be ta.xed_1e(J'1allY and tb~t 1t IS Jnsurahce plan;; lower student-
"time tQ get back to progiessive teacher,ratios, more student say 
Running with nearly -an tax." in the governing bodies of 
entirely volunteer organization, -Harris prop,ses a Public Job institutions; and support of th~ 
Fred Harris is making his bid for Corps. : The program woµld be Supreme Court · decision on 
the Dem--at1·c ·Pres1"dential· there and ready to' go when h"'""' """' - •. . ....... g. 
nomination. needed., but it would "not be used Also, to the interest of many 
In the DeMotte Room last all the time necessarily," accord- of the studeJ'lts at ·the · meeting 
Friday, members - of Harris' ing to Smith. ' Smith indicated · Hanis favo~ 
student supporters met. Lead- "Fossil fuels are finite. but decriminallzi_ng marijuana. · · / 
ing the group was National the sun is an infinite, resource," With·- the New Hampshire 
· Student Coordinator Steve· Smith. asser.ted,, "That's .why primary only two :weeks away, 
Smith. Also present was State Harris is calling for a mor~torium Heaps' . indicated the need for 
Student Coordinator Dan Heaps. on nuclear power plants." The door-to-door· contact in that 
Smith acquainted 'those pre- candidate feels the productJ~e state. "The way we're going to 
sent with the issues and answer- capacity is not ·what it was. He win in New Hampshire is canvas-
, ed questions on Harris' stands. would like ~ see- P.ublic Geo-' sing. We hope· to reach each of 
He said, "there should be a thermal, solar systems. , tbe 90,000 registe~ Democrats 
committment to a widespread In the area of foreign .affairs, -in that state times." 
CHS, 'at an IC Community 
Council meeting held on Febru-
ary 5th). We, the undersigned, 
believe that such a move will 
have a negative effect on our 
(•ducation. We appeal to the 
Ithara College administration to 
find the funds necessary for the 
Center to continue to operate at. 
its present level." 
· Zalkin and Colter atten.ded 
From these meetings stem-
med the petition by concerned· 
students who felt the need to 
include ~student input" into the 
hudgetaJY process of Ithaca 
College. Two points are stressed 
regarding this petition. 
Za!kin and Colter concluded 
"We seek only to restore· the 
ens program without disrupting 
any other academic program. 
We also ask other students who 
are planning action on this issue 
to try to co-exist with our 
dforts." 
diffusion of economic power, Harris sees $14.6 billion in cuts Among the supporters of 
Fred Harris says this needs to be that can be made without weak~ Harris are AFL-CIO Vice-Presi-
follo~ed up on.1' · ening security. State student dent John Hardy and N.Y. 
Harris, according to Smith,·· coordinator Heaps indicated that S.E.I.U. Head Sam Meyers. 
proposes to "bring monopolies ~is would "tax foreign assets 'Student support is also strong. 
and big business into line." The of multi-national corporations· · According to John Nader, 
Interstate · Commerce Commis- and use the money for third manager of the Ithaca College 
sion would abolished, as Harris world countries." Harris campaign, ''The energy 
feels that it perpetuates monopo- "Fred would send an amount levels are high. As Harris' 
lies,· Smith cited the trucking equal to 1 percent of the GNP to campaign picks up nationally, 
industry as an example. the people of the third world that's the way it will go here." 
"Use anti-trust laws on the countries, not the politicians." Smith concluded. "We have 
the two question and answer 
pl'riods between the students 
and President Whalen on Janu-
ary 29th and February 4th. They 
wer(• also present at the Com-
books and charter corporations clarified Smith. an excellent organization, des-
on a federal level," said Smith. pite the fact that no one, from 
When asked about truces, .Other stands by Harris the national chairman on down, 
Smith indicated all income should include: a National Health gets paid." 
Housing Recruitment In Full Swing For Next Year 
-Infoeoo 
By Mark Engstrom All Sophomor('s. Juniors, 
and S!•niors will have the option 
of living off (·ampus for th(• Next Fall it is estimated that approximately 1300 new students 
I !l7fi-77 a<·,Hll•mi<' year. '. will he enrolled at Ithaca College, This will represent an 18 month 
St ll(l(•nl s interested in tak- · effort on the part of the Admissions Office to fill every available 
ing- th1• off 1·ampus option must_: opening in next year's freshman class. 
a. fill· an off campu~ The man in charge of this operatio~is M~tt \yall, a graduate. o! 
st.ti PmPnl and a parental consent Ithaca College and now the Director of Admissions
1
here. He heads.a 
form with t hP Housing Office. staff which includes five paid employees and 15 student interviewers. 
h. thl'SI' statPments will h!.' During the course of this year, they will respond to 25,000 requests 
datPcl ancl numhpn•d when r('- for information and process over 5600 applications. · 
tu rnPd to t hP Housing Officl'. A Wall subscribes to the soft-sell approach of college recruitment. 
maximum of 714 studpnts l'an opt · "I firmly believe the College should be allowed to sell itself" he 
for off <'ampus for next fall. explained from behind the des~ in his plant-adorned office, 
0
"The 
(ThPsl' ar1• approxirnatPly 300 school should be offered as a serv1ce to those who want to take it and 
spa<·i·~ for m•w off l'ampus , not he pushed on anyone." He went on to describe how a number of 
st 11d1•nt s as of this datl'.l rolleges purchase computer print-ou ts with the names and 
1·. Students who are pre- a~dresses of high school seniors from all over the country. "This sort 
st•ntl~· oH campus will automati· of approach te·nds to get you lost in the shuffle with countless other 
cally be continued off campus for · rolleges. If our brochure was just one of 10 others that passed over a 
ot•xl year, unh•ss thi· Housing potential student's desk every day it would be easy for him not to 
Offi1·1· is notifiPd othPrwisP. !.'Ven notice us." . 
d. Stud1•nts suhmitting off , The hulk ,of the College's recruitment activity takes place during 
rampus statPmPnts afll•r tht• . thi• Fall semester. Last Fall, almost 400 secondary schools were 
quota is fill<•d. will hi' kt•pt on a ' visited hy representatives of the Admissions Office. Most of these 
waiting list. Thl's<' stud1•nt.s will ' visits take place in the form of "college nights" in which a high school 
lw not ifi1•d during t hi' summt•r if will invite a number of colleges· and universities to speak with 
.. pa1·i· allows t h1•m to mov(• off studl'nts on the various programs they have to offer. Wall noted that 
<"ampus. St tuh>nts on tht• waiting on<' of thP most recent developments to occur in college recruitment i's 
list should sig-n up for on 1·ampus thi• "college fair ... This is a gathering of a large number of college 
housing through t h1· normal r1•pn•sf.'ntatives, usually in an arena or coliseum,. where people can 
proi·i·,tur<'. walk from one desk to another and hear short presentations and ask 
St udmts lilling on l'ampt,s spN·ifir questions to individual colleges. 
for t h1· Fall S1•nwst!.'r I971i. will Moving the discussion towards the selection process, Wall 
Ill' r<'quirPd to n•main on-1·ampus 1·onfirmed that the SAT scores no longer play the significant role they 
for Spring·St>mt•stl•r 1977. (This . om•p did. "Our ·experience has shown us that class -rank and the 
i1wlud1•s st udPnts dropping IP ovt•rall ~igh school grade average are much bett~r at, predicting a 
part tinw status for sp1·ond s1· students l'ollege performance than _the SATs are," he said. "Like 
llH''-t ,·r. l ' most rolleges in the 1960's, 1q used to place a great deal of emphasis 
,\ny st ud1•11ts involVPd in tht> on th!.' SAT scores, but we have since humanized our selection 
Forl'ign Study Program, Student nwthods so the SAT is not_much more than a balancing factor for the 
Tt•a .. hing and lntt-rnships for ot ht•r rrit(•ria now. The average SAT scores for high school seniors 
only t lw Fall S1•ml'sll•r and who ai·ross t ht• rountry have significantly dropped in recent years, which 
plan to r<'turn to Itha<"a for tht• onl~· SPrVl'S to add further doubt to the validity of such tests.'·' 
:-,pring St•m1•stt•r. must follow Thi• Admissions Office places a great deal. of importance on 
t lw pro1·1•durl's in It1•n1 #:!. ahon•. ,t ud!.'nt inh•rviews when making selections, particularly· with -4 
Sonw off 1·,m1ptfs listings for , hoardNlim• l'as!.'S. Wall says th~1t he urges all applicants who live·· 
apart nll'nt s an• availahlt• within a reasonable distance of the school to visit_the campus and talk 
through ·th,· Housing Offi1·P. dirt>rtly with_ his office. He recalled several occasions where· 
St ud1·n:, looking for rommmall'S applil'ants. whos!.' transrripts failed to meet the usual standards of: 
mav also usP this sprvi1·P. It ha1·a Coll!.'~e were accepted after.highly successful interviews. "We ' 
· Any qt1Pst ions rPgar<ling t hi' Ir~· to ronsid!.'r the _personai dimension of an applicant in addition to 
Off Campus. Poli1•y should lw tlw f:il'ls and figures of.his transcript. I think our application form 
din•l'tt•d to lht• Offil·1• of Iksi-. rPfl1•l•ts this wit'h the questions asked of and free space off~red to the. 
dt•ntial Lif1•. student," he added. A number of. the questions deal with the 
Forms will ht' availahlt> individuals.expectations of college life and aspirations for the·future. 
Monday. F<'hruary .. 9th. 1976 WhilP \\'affs,office.technically. has final say over each student 
from th1• Offic<' of Residential. admitted to the Colle~e. he pointed out some practical exceptions. 
Life. .. : , ,; , '1: · • ' · . "The.S<!ho,ol of,M.u.sic, for example, selects its students solely ~n the 
bas_is of tale_nt. The Drama departm~nt also has an admissions policy 
which requires all applicants· to audition. The professors set their 
own standards and we generally follow their recommendations." 
Breaking down the admissions procedure, Wall said that out of 
24,0?0 r:quests for information last year that about 5600 completed 
apphcations were returned. From the applications retur nd, Wall's 
staff selects about twice the number needed to fill the freshman class 
and invites them to become students at the College. ~ There is no 
totally .accur~te method in which the n:!lmber ol accepted applicants 
w.ho will decide to atte~~ the College can be predicted. There have 
been.-0ccasions where more students than anticipated decided to. 
come, and these over enrollments brought on serious · housing 
shortages as a result. 
. Loo~ing to the_ future, Wall sees private schools, in gene~al, 
fac1~? some rough_ times, but feels that Ithaca College is in a strong 
poSition to deal with them. "The State Education Department has 
predicted th~~ by 1990 the 15 to 24 year old college age population in 
New York WIii be down 49 percent'from its current standing. Private 
schools have to be worried about a projection like that. The State 
Department of Education has also said that two-thirds of New York's 
private schools are threatened with the possibility of financial 
collapse in the near future, but IC wasn't included in this list. Our 
history shows that ~e do not have the charact~ristics of a failing 
school. Ithaca College is run'ning against th~ tide as far as lower 
admissions and lower: a~missions .standard~ are ·.concerned." 
Wall went on to say that "the true test of any admissions office 
can ~e measured by a school's attrition rate. We currently lose about 
16 percent of our students over the summer, and about eight percent 
ov:r t~e Christmas break.'' He didn't have any figures to compare 
th1\~1t~ other schools around the nation, but.noted that in spite of 
attr1t1on the College has been able to maintain a full enrollment for 
the most part. · 
Humanities and Sciences is tbe one area of the College where 
~ all sees a possible cause- for concern in the future. "Most of today's 
high school s_tu?ents are looki~g for some sort of career-training 
program, be It m a college or m a technical school. This trend is 
defeating to the time-honored tradition of a liberal arts education. As 
of_yet, we haven't noticed any significant decline in the applicants for 
H&S, but there has been a definite upsurge· of interest ·in the 
profession;il -,chools." · · 
' 
'' ·Director of ~dniissions MatfWall 
, .• LI 4, i, ~ ... ~ • 
. \; ~. 
,J 
.. 
-.~1;1dini.tY 
-Counc-il 
[continued from'p~e 11 
announced that the academic · 
budget for next year would be 
incre~ed by over $200,000. This 
ran ~ounter to earlier indications 
from the administration that the 
academic budget would be cut 
$105,000 for next year. 
Whalen explained that the 
$105,000 figiire represented 
r,yhat would be cut froI.D the 
recommendations for next year's 
budget, and that although _speci-
fic areas such as ens wonid in 
fact ~ave their·.budgets reduced, 
thr ~verall allocation for acade-
mics would increase. In effect, 
tlie academic programs them-
selves will receive budget cuts of 
$11,000, but an approximately 
$220,000 increase in faculty 
salaries will account for the 
overall increase in academics. 
Several comments were· 
made by various students calling 
for greater community input into 
the budget making procedure. 
Whalen ~wned on these id~: saviJ!gS account oi,$~8,000 as a 
&-~EiT ;I sfiybig":tffat';'fhB tbu~I rlll~r,v~·:forr fatuife.•Thapital re-
get;s -)>lahniiig is ·a ·very ~onipli-· quir~ments: When .. a student 
cated° ·and tedious task which · asked why some of this money 
requires the attention of exper- , couldn't be used to compensate 
ienced budget· experts. the cuts made in ens. Whalen 
In a thirteen page budget answered that this money was 
-summary issued to the Council; used to insure that the debt 
Whalen described·the process he service-could be paid annually. 
followed in drawing · up this Whalen said that thrre is still 
year's budget. According to the "well over $1,000,000" owed to 
summary the President's main the service. "It. is important to 
advisors on the budget were his think of the College's long term 
four ·Vice Presidents, with some survival along with its immediate 
help from the ComptroJler and needs," he added. 
· 'the budget director: No mention In-addition to CHS, it was 
-was·made of the Badget Planning also noted that the London 
Committee, which is composed of · center was facing a budget cut 
a cross section of the College for next year. Whalen attributed 
community. this to the fact that fewer 
Whalen said that, in es- students were expected to go to 
sence, the propos~d budget for London next y~ar, and as a result 
next Yf.!ar was basically the same revenue from the center would 
on, being used this year with the decrea;;e. 
exceptions of increased utility Following the meeting 
costs, higher salaries, and more Chairman Brown spoke with 
financial aid. He justified the mixed t•motions of the policy to 
higher salaries, saying, "it would limit the comments to two 
not be fair to expect the faculty minutes, saying "perhaps five 
and· staff to subsidize the higher minutes would have been more 
cost of the student's education." rPasonahle." There was a 
It was noted that the Board pr·ecedent, however, for limiting 
of Trustees had established a the mePting to members of the 
(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=- Co]lpg-e commu•1ity. Brown 
ithacan inquirer 
By Cindy Schwartz Photos by Ginger Flook 
The Question: "Are you satisfied with the judicial 
system on campus? Do you think the Judicial Code 
is effective?" 
Kevin Free, Sophomore, Plan-
ned Studies, "No, I don't think 
it is effective. I think it is a big 
joke because the administrators 
do whatever they want anyway. 
The student body isn't represen-
ted in judicial matters." 
Jill Goldb,.tg, Sophomore, Unde-
cided. "I h;i.ven't had any 
experience with any of the 
judicial laws except traffic viola-
tions. I think they are unfair to 
paople who live off campus." --
said that originally Council 
mPmhers would always be asked 
whether they objected to having 
outsiders attend the meetings. 
This custom has been mon• or 
less forgotten over the last few 
years, although an, executive 
session of the Council decided to 
exPrcise it prior to last week;s 
!Jl•)Pting. 
Richie White, Sophootore, Bus-
inss. "Since I got into a bit of 
trouble with the system I don't 
have a Jot of good thoughts about 
it. As far as the Judicial Code· is 
concerned, believe me, its ef-
fective." 
The Ithacan, February lZ, 197~ pa~ 3' 
lll]f£UJ. UUJ~ ru~CBU§'i.rffi{iJffi: ~ .. 
l. All ·s~niors, who are on .the teach(n'g-option, 
must stop by the Registrar's Office and fill out a 
new state required form (blue). Your provisional 
teaching certificate will not he issued by the State 
Education Department until you fill out one of 
these new forms. Sto; in and do it today. 
2. A $200.00 deposit is required from each student 
who intt•nds to pre-fegistt•r for the Fall Semester. 
The $200.00 must he paid by Marrh 15, 1976 and is 
appli<·d in full to 'the Fall 76 bill. The $200.00 is 
full:v rcfundPd if the studPnt withdraws or is 
dismissed for academic reasons hPfon• June 15, 
1976. AftPr ,June 15th, $100.00 will he rcfuncied to 
any stucii•nt who withdraws for the Fall semester. 
Mar<'h 15th oec·urs during Spring break. so please 
insurP ,vour payment is to tht• Bursar hy that date. 
II' ,vou intPnd to wait until you rPturn from Spring 
hrt>ak that will hP loo late. All pre-registration 
ma!t•rial will lw run h_v thl'n and you will not he ahlP 
to prP-n•gislPr for lhl' fall. Makt• arrangements 
now for your $200.00 pa_vmPnl lo hP in by Mart'h 
!Sth. . 
:l. Did :vou movp to a nPw !'ampus or loC'al addr!'ss 
!hi-. st•mPstt>r'? If you did plPase stop at the 
!{{·~isl rar\ Offi1·c· and ll't us !'ht>rk l.o set' if wp havp 
rnur rww addrt•ss. WP will lw mailing important 
information to you this s1•mpst.Pr. at your campus 
addr !",'-, so h•t ·s m,ikt• sun• WP hav1• I hP 1·orrl'ct 
<>Ill'. It \\on't tak!' long for us to chpck. 
Flu 
B)' .Jon Choate 
Tlw n•1·1·nt rash of stuch·nts 
rnming dm1 n with inDiwnza is, at 
prt•spnt. on th1• dP1·linc•. acrnrd-
. ing- to Dr. David Han,mond, 
DirPdor of I lw llPalth CentPr. 
"II usuall.v runs in wavPs," 
11,unmond said. "with t.hl' first 
wav!' hPing- minor and the sPrnnd 
wav<• i-, usuall,v containing tht• 
mo,;t eas1•,;," Hammond indica- i 
lt>d that th<·re is a third wavt', 
which is minor also. "I hop<' that 
thi-, i,; thP tail end of the se('()nd 
wav!' that wp'rp in now," ht' 
<·xplainl'CI. "and that tht' first 
wavP oe1·urred around Christmas 
vaeation." 
Hammond estimates that 
- ,t h<'rt' havt• hPPn '!probably six or 
'i!'V<·n hundrl'd cases since Lhl· 
ons<'t of this thing." However, 
Hammond indi!'aled that many 
st udt•nts an• not. lrt•all•d h_v the 
I11•alt h C!'nl<'r. ther!'fon• an 
a!'curatt• 1·ount is not possihlt•. 
Also, half of those students who 
do g-o to t ht• I lt-alth Center n!'Vl'r 
'-l'I' t hi' l'lini('ians. 
Nirll't:V stud!'nts w.1.•rl' lrPat-
<·d and diagnosed last W<'Pk, 
a('l'orrling to Ilammonrl. "Wl•'ve 
h!'<'n fortunatt•, unlik1• Hartwi1·k, 
in that tht• <·asps have been 
'-Pr<'ad out somewhat." (llart-
wiek Colll'g<• wa,s forl'ed to close 
I 1•mporarily thi., wel'k due lo 
wid<·.,rm•acl illm•ss.). 
Dr. David Hammond 
Hammond furl h<•r indi<·att·o 
that I.('. stud1•nh appan.•nll:v 
<·arrn· dim n with th<· virus hPfon.• 
lm\ nsp1·oph·. "Wp'vt• probably 
had it IH•n• for t hn•t• or four 
\\ 1·Pks now." I,kntifi('ation of 
th<· viru.., in this area has not yet 
h!'1°n mad<·. a,; a timt• pl•riod of 
t hn·1· \\ P<·ks is usually nt>Cdt>d to 
irli·nt rr_v 1t. Hammond indil"atPd. 
hm11·v1·r. I hat. it is "pn•surnahly 
'J'_vpl' i\. WI' should hP !{<·tting 
our '">ampl1•,; h,u·k any day now 
trom th1· stalt• di,l'as1• 1·ontrol 
"I h1· National C1•nt<'r for 
D1,1·a,1• ('ontrol h.as <,aid that 
t h1·n· i.., no Ppidl·mil' t hi, yt•ar, 
hut or eours<· in this an•a t lwrt• is 
an Ppi1h•mk." Hammond -com-
nwntl·d. "E,l!'h y<·ar.'" hP <'ontin-
tH·d. "at t hi.., tin](' t h<·rt• is an 
out hn•ak oft h1• flu." 
llammoncl indi('at1•rl lhPrl' is 
no "P<'l'il'i1· I rpal mpnt, only stim-
ulat iv!' nwdil'ation and n•st. 
\ Thi• film "Sunday, Bloody Sui:_iday" will tw 
prt",1°ntl'fl tonight in S-202 at JO pm. I>ir .. ··•··' fi,v 
.John S('hlesinger,t hl' film !otl.ars Gl!'nda ,J,tl'kson and 
l'<'tl'f Em('h, aru( is being co-sponsorpcJ by t.h1· Cay 
l'l'oplP of I(' and the Po!itks l)ppartmrnt frlm 
r,,..,, iv al. A $ 1.00 donation is being ask Pd. 
John Sonnenberg, Senior, Ac-
counting. "There are a Jot of 
schools that try to copy the Code 
of Ithaca College. I don't think 
anyone feels that they'\re ~een 
mistreated." 
l,oraine Brandon, Junior, Educa-
tional Communications. "It is 
effective in that it provides an 
9utlet for grievances such . as 
noise violations but it . does not 
have enoug·h power to enforce its 
Nancy Higbee, Junior, Televi-
sion - Radio.-o ''I've never had 
much use for it as I've never had 
to put it to the tes~. I've never 
seen anyone affected by it." ..,111,1,.i----------------==-----=--.. 
decisions," "' 
Michael f'ri~man, Senior, Poli-
tics. "The Code is eminently fair· 
for all members of the ·commun-
ity. The only fault is that people 
don't know enough about it and 
that all students are responsible 
for their actions(,,-{," -! ;, ; • , ,, , .- . ,., 
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Your Space; ... ;.~ · -;~--:- . : :; . 
More Input On · 
Budget Needed 
rro The lthoca College Community 
President Whalen announced at last Thurs: 
day's Community Council meeting that he and his 
staff would be "making every effort to shake down" 
any padded corners of the College's budget next 
year. He also said that. he would be relying 
primarily on his Vice Presidents and budget 
experts to hrlp him in this effort, and that he didn't 
think students or faculty members had the spare 
time and expertise needed to be useful contributors 
to the budget making process. 
It is hard to imagine that the srriall group of 
advisors selected to help the President are going to 
he ahle to do a thorough job in ,;;haking down all the 
padded corners. This i5 a job which can only be 
efh·rtively completed with the help and input of as 
many people as possible. People have a tendency 
to act as watchdogs, especially when other people's 
wast<' may he keeping them from a salary increase 
oraddingextra dollars to their tuition bill. It is only 
natural for the Deans to keep an eye on the 
Provost's office. for the faculty to watch forpossible 
waste in the Deans' offices, and for the students to 
wonder whether it's really necessary for their 
department chairman to send them so many 
memos through the mail. 
It is important for the administration to be 
a war<' of these observations if their shake-down is 
to lw d6ne fairly and accurately. Instead of waiting 
for nPxl year's budget to be. drafted it might be 
wise for the President to hold his open meetings 
this spring and early next fall where the input he 
rcrPives may do him some good. 
ThP actual planning of the budget is indeed a 
compli1·ated and time consuming task that may 
ver.v well require experts to prepare. but students 
art' paying for education at this college and the 
pn•sicknt owes it to them to consider their opinions 
heforp making any more cuts in academic 
programs, especially if they can offer him any ideas 
a'- to where the padded corners might be: 
A Change Of Faces 
The independent Ithaea College newspaper, 
The Ithacan, underwent a change in its editorial 
staff as of last week's issue. Hence, Mrk Engstrom 
and Marcie Gorman are the new chief editors, 
n•plaeing Paul Stern. It is important that the 
eommunity be aware of what has taken place 
hPeause the burden rests on their shoulders to 
continue the flow of information on the campus. 
Having assumed this responsibility, The Ithacan 
shall remain an independent publication, which is of 
the utmost significance. 
This is why: The Ithacan is the only source of 
information that the entire community has on a 
weekly basis which presents all aspects of the 
campus. There may only be a small minority who 
wants to know what administrators, faculty, and · 
students.are up to, but even they have a right to be 
served. And the fact that we are a weekly 
publications allows us to fluctuate between being 
both a newspaper and a news magazine. 
You are presented with news, features, 
sports, entertainment and various types of 
commentaries. All of these articles produce, in 
somP way or another. a flow of media, which in the 
past has caused happiness, anger, boredom and 
l'Ven aetion. In fact. this vear the Patrick Arthur 
By Andy Friedman 
Having been discredited, supposedly ·respon-: 
sible for shoJldy jou.rnalism and coming "perilously 
close to libel" because of the· article that appea~ed 
in "Your Space" last week, one or two explanations 
are in order. 
Fact: I submitted a list of 25 questions to 
Walter Borton, Assistant to the President and 
asked him for the answers. At no time did I state 
or mean to imply that these questions and their 
answers would appear in the Ithacan. 
Fact: Walter Borton did supply me with 
answers to almost all of the 25 questions. I 
presented a few of the questions without their 
answers in the article. 
So here are some answers, courtesy of Walter 
Horton: 
1. Re: Provost Darrow's apparent over-
expenditure for "Travel and Meetings" and under-
expenditure for "Faculty Improvement". The 
answer: Darrow charged some professor's foreign 
trips (to deliver a paper at a conference) to 
"Travel" instead of to "Improvement." 
2. According to the expense reports, the 
Personnel Director (then Jack Rogers) was 
allocated $484 for supplies and spent $3,842. The 
reason: that office was re-doing its filing system 
and bought the necessary supplies for that task. 
The expense report says $12,054 was allocated for 
"Salary Inequities" and nothing was spent. Borton 
said he talked with Rogers, who said there was 
money spent on "Inequities", and neither of them 
knew w~y it didn't show up on the reports. 
3. The November, 1975 expense report shows 
Continuing Education's budget for "Travel and 
Meetings" as $2,000 with over $37,000 spent. 
Borton said it became evident that C<!ntinuing 
Education needed more than $2,000 and shifts were 
made. The December, 1975 expense report shows 
an allocation of $19,774 for "Travel." 
What Borton did not explain was why the 
expenditure column changed. 
The $37,000 recorded spent as of November 
has been changed to only $1J, 726 spent as of 
December. This then leaves an additional $8,000 
for the rest of the year for Continuing Education 
Travel, when one month ago, there was a recorded 
$35,000 overexpenditure. 
It's just marvelous what can be done with 
computers nowadays. 
These facts do. remain: over half of the 
students who left IC last yeai: left fop a 'name' 
school with reportedly. better academics; the 
library did install a $13,000-$15,000 anti-theft 
system, as well as an intercom system, and the 
Budget Planning Committee was told they really do 
no planning of the budget. 
o· •• Analysis 
I continued from page 1 I 
Pxplosive meeting and we did everything we couled 
to kt>t•p it down." 
Vil·e President for Student and Campus 
Affairs Gus Perialas stated: "There are certain 
issups that are discussed as a Community Council' 
and that helo~g on campus." 
Others on the executive committee spoke 
spl'dfieally of the Ithaca Journal. 
"The Journal has no direct correlation with the 
srhool" -0bserved studelij,,·Deuitch (Recreation). He 
added that he had heard "the Journal had warped 
previous news accounts." 
Perialas added: "In the Journal J, have not 
issm• is a fine example of how the press can work. always seen the information being precise." 
E:ssentially what happen(d in this instance was Richmond (student CIIS) spoke of the media in 
that the staff was not plt•a&ed by the personnel g<•n<•ral. ''I am unequivocally opposed to· any 
offil'e. Thi:- was hrought to the attention of the m•wspaper ;5itting in on Community Council." 
Ithacan, and du<• to their puolicity on the subject, Precedent · · 
Arthur wil resign at the end of this year. Brown could not recali the last time a news 
Another benefit of having an independent n•portt•r was excluded from a Community Counc~I 
press is that we are uncensored. There are only 11 meeting. hut noted, "lt's been a couple of years"·. 
other independent collegl' newspapers in the In this instance the executive committee 
country. whi('h makes us unique. We have the agreed.a week prior t~ the meeting that this would 
ability to transcend traditional journalistic. guide- b<· the action they would recommend. 
lines, and this is why we have columns such as Several meml:>ers of that executiv.e committee; 
The mpst important aspect of the questions 
and answers was Borton's summatiQn of · the 
handling of the budget her~. His surpmation was 
that the accounting procedures and systems here 
are not good, and "the· President is very ~isturbed 
about it." . . 
Great. A "not good" accounting systeQt only 
makes it'tv,.iice as easy for budgets to be.mishandled; 
and the wrong information to keep getting oqt. · 
Some administrators were disturbed that I did 
not include the answers last week. Above are the 
answers for the questions I raised last week, but 
frankly. the answers in some cases are 'inore 
disturbing than the questions. · 
One other point. It was learned ~t Community 
Council that academics for next year have not been 
cut $105,000. · The requests_ were cut $105,000. 
People then turned on_ the Ithacan, claiming we 
were not reporting the true facts. 
I am a member of the Budget Planning 
Cmmittee, and attended the official college press 
conference where the t~ition hike was announced. 
For three weeks President Whalen and Provost 
Darrow confirmed a $105,000 cut in academics. Not 
once was the word "requests" used. Every Ithacan 
story read "According to President Whalen" or 
"According to Provost Darrow". According to. 
The fact was that they had confirmed it, ~o the 
Ithacan was reporting the true facts: And since 
Whalen and Darrow knew all along that the cuts 
were in requests, the only question remaining on 
this issue was why they waited three weeks, ti! 
Community Council, to clarify this. Why didn't 
they call the Ithacan three weeks ago after the first 
article appeared and clear things up? 
That, I don't have the answer to. 
My intentions in writing last week's article 
was not to hurt anyone, to intentionally misinform, 
to libel, turn people off or appear as a martyr. If it 
came Qff that way, I sincerely apologize. 
I was trying to wake people up to the fact that 
there are things going on around her_e which may or 
may not be kosher, but which should be ac1,ounte<1 
for, and also that the community is generally kept 
in the dark. · 
There are hundreds more questions to be 
asked. And there is an increasing number of people 
who are asking those questions and questioning the 
answers ... who are asking to be heard, listened to, 
and dealt with in an atmosphere of mutual respect 
instead of intimidation and ignorance. 
I said what I felt had to be said in the way I 
thought it best to say. Wliether you agree or 
disagree with the way it was said is now basically 
irrelevant. There are far mor& important things to 
be concerned with, and issues to re~olve, and it is 
long past time we started. 
not attend the meeting still had a right to fiM out 
what occurred and would bel unable to do so until 
The Ithacan published one week later. · 
Dave Lord (Purchasing Agent) noted that the 
students didn't seem to have a very good idea of 
what was going on regarding the budget and that 
"the staff has less idea ... than the students." He 
[~ontinued on page 5) · 
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To The Editors: 
Considerable distress has 
been expressed over a ruling at 
the Community Council meeting 
February 5 when attendance at . 
· the ' meeting was limited to 
members of the college commun-
ity. This decision was reached 
after considerable discussion by 
the Executive COmmittee of 
Community Council and when 
challenged at the Council meet-
ing was upheld by a majority 
vote of the council membership. 
To clarify the action it seems 
necessary to review the situa-
tion. 
From time to time there are 
certain community concerns 
which are controversial, delicate, 
:ind of initial concern primarily to 
the members of this community. 
It seems. logical that some 
problems should be faced first in 
a rational a,nd concerned way by 
' members of the community 
which they affect most directly. 
The Executive Committee of-
Commu~ity Council, aware of 
student, faculty, staff and ad-
ministration concern over: the 
1976-77 college budget felt that 
initial presentation of the budget 
and the educational and financial 
concerns which it reflects, should 
first be brought forth for discus-
sion by members of the college 
community only. It further felt 
that sufficient coverage of this 
discussion would be carried by 
the Ithacan, WICB, Intra Col· 
lege, and minutes of the meeting 
as distributed to all council 
members and available from 
them land in the Library) to all 
members of the college commun-
ity to insure wide community 
distribution of · the information 
presented and the resulting 
discussion. 
There is historical precedent 
for limiting council meetings to 
the members of the . college 
community. In previous years 
when it was felt · that certain 
matters of concern to the college 
community should first' be dis-
cussed by the community mem-
bers, motions were made and 
approved to limit attendance to 
community membership. Al-
though such limitation on atten-
dance have been infrequent, it 
has been invoked before and will 
undoubtedly be . invoked again 
when one or another of our 
councils or student congress feels 
that the matter being discussed 
needs to be presented in a 
'family' gathering which should, 
at least theoretically, provide an 
atmosphere of genuine commun-
ity interest and concern, where 
any member of the community 
could say whatever he or she 
wished without the subconscious 
warning that one is commenting 
not only to th~ college commun-
ity but for off-campus quotation 
as well. 
/ 
000 
There was no attempt to 
'
1destroy a free press" as some 
individuals have charged. In-
deed, the press of the community 
itself--The Ithacan, WICB, Ihtra 
CoUege--were all welcome at the 
meeting and indeed were and 
always are needed tQ insure wide 
coverage of discussions. Nor was 
there any attempt to single out 
The Ithaca Journal specifically 
for exclusion from the meeting. 
The Journal is a fine newspaper, 
and in Alan. Goodman it has _a 
very competent and -dedicated 
reporter. It was simply felt that 
the budget presentation and its 
implied problems would best be 
served by on-campus discussion 
and dialogue by members of the 
Alli. all.ysR• S Continued from page 4 
added: "How the President plans to inform the 
staff and employees, I don't know." 
These sentiments were shared by Deuitch; "It 
was physically impossible for everyone to be 
·, there", but how these other people would find out 
what happened; "I can't answer thaf' he 
responded~ . 
Others, like Judy Dinger (secretary, business 
services) suggested that those people who were 
concer'ned could contact their respective represen-
tative· to find out what had occurred. 
So what it comes down to is that the executive 
committee decided, and the full council upheld the 
notion, that it would be better to limit the 
attendance to "the College community" ("The 
College community h~- a right to meet _as the 
College community" - Perialas) than to risk the 
possibility of the Ithaca Journal misinterpreting 
the events of the evening and ·publishing, them in 
such a way as would be poten~ially damaging to the 
college. . , 
"The Journal could have made it look very 
had." concluded Deuitch. 
· First Annualf 
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college community meeting to-
gether without "outside" pres-
sures (real or presumed) to face 
as openly as possible the matter 
und~,· discussion. 
Chocolate Factory \ 
In some community mem-
bers' minds I am sure there is a 
feeling that the Council erred in 
this decision, as well as in 
accepting the procedural rules 
establisht!d by myself for the 
budget discussion period .. Such 
honest disagreement demon · 
strates precisely the basic pur-
puse of community governance, 
which is to provide a community 
forum for thoughtful presenta-
tion, discussion, disagreement, 
and resolution of mutual pro-
blems and plans in an atn10-
, sphere which hopefully provides 
for each member of the rommun-
ity the freest opport.unity for 
individual" expression. 
Sincerely yours, 
Firman H. Brown, J .r, Chairman 
Community Council 
Students Express 
Thanks 
To The Editors: 
We would like to express 
~pecial thanks to Jay Schorn-
stein. Toni Falciarii. Tricia Clark, 
Brad Benjamin, Mathew Mur-
phy. Marta Rubenstein, Bob 
Glassman and a few others for 
their aid in circulating the 
petition to save the pre~ent ens 
program of courses from aca-
demil' budget cuts. We would 
also like• to thank all those who 
took thP time to consider this 
.,. 
Sincerely Yours, 
( :hris Colter 
\lichael Zalkin 
Once upon a time, in the far 
away land of ICledge, the Pandy 
Chocolate Company flourished. 
They made some of the best 
chocolate in the whole world and 
they were very successful. The 
key to their great chocolate was 
the unique recipe, handed down 
from generations past. Just the 
right amount of butter fat and 
just the right amount of cocoa 
blended together would create a 
heavenly candy. 
1'he Pandy Chocolate Com-
pany employed many people. 
There were as many as four 
thousand workers present dur-
ing the day and a handful at 
night. Ai;i.rl there was one· labor 
union-the Almagamated Choc-
olate Workers (ACW). The 
union made sure that the work-
ers were happy and served as a 
liason between the workers and 
the administration of the com-
pany. The union was usually 
headed up by two people. The 
two were elected by the workers 
according to their responsible 
nature and ability to communi-
cate. 
For many years, Mr. Sixty-
six wa~ president of the com-
pany. He was a good and wise 
president. He never spent very 
much time in the factory but he 
made good decisions and kept the 
chocolate prices at a fair level. 
The l'hocolate prices had to stay 
down because if they were to 
rise, an inflationary spiral would 
result, engulfing the Pandy 
workers and throwing ICledge 
into economic recession. The 
only person who would benefit 
from a price increa~e would be 
the president of the company. 
it·saaame 
by Steve Winer 
I.ate one spring, Mr. Sixty-
six decided to step dowri as 
president of the Pandy Chocolate 
Company. He thought that the 
work was wearing him down and 
that it was time for a change. So, 
next fall, (when the chocolate 
se;son started), the Board of 
Directors hired Mr. Fishen as 
the new president of Pandy 
Chocolate. Mr. Fishen had a 
good background, being the 
former president of NewCol 
Chocolate (later bought out by 
Hershel's) and experienced in the 
chocolate business. 
That same fall, Andy Locked 
and Paul Bow were elected as 
heads of the ACW. They did a 
good job as heads of the union 
thoug~ many questioned their 
investigative techniques em -
ployed while attempting to un-
cover inconsistencies in the com-
p~ny "for the benefit of the 
community". 
The next spring, president 
Fishen proposed a price increase, 
much to the dismay of the 
chocolate community. The in-
crease would surely ruin ICledge 
and its reprecussions would be 
felt around the world. Fishen 
proclaimed that increased ex-
penditures were the culprit. He 
said that the chocolate could not 
he practically produced, exhibi-
ting the same quality, without a 
price increase. The workers 
didn't believe the president; they 
didn't think it was necessary to 
have a price increase. 
Taking the matter to the 
.heads of the union, the workers 
were hopeful that Mr. Locked 
and Mr. Bow could find out what 
was going on. Locked and Bow 
(continued on page 8) 
"I can't wait to play it with iny friends" 
Thomas De Ceilio 
"'It really helped me with relationships" 
Diane R. Borton 
"Playing the game wos such a fontastic 
experience for me" 
Susan G. Schooner 
"I just finished playing the game with my . 
friends. Wow" 
Jay Snider 
., :: ' 
I ~ • 
· '·SS~oo·at the bookstore ~ . ,. '. ' . . . .. ' 
:; 
Tli~ -it1ta~rfii.:·rei~.:.ii/191ii'~_.P'I Mr 
I.~GJU~~U CiJpUJOO~UJ'lf. ~ ~ .... -.: 1 ·: i)oik shorts~ .. 
A Jock Who Cares: 15ILucky Lady=-: 
luckier Than,. 
Wou.May Think 
By Jay Bobbin 
team is largely responsible for making the 
film enjoyable. The two 11Jale leads play 
When a major movie is called "the off each other beautifully, especi!J.IIY in 
disappointment of the year," it doesn't the slambang climax, and they also do well 
give me a lot of hope for it. Then,· when, in tandem with their female partner. An 
two of the film's own stars blast it, I'm opening scene, in which Liza belts out a 
ready to move on to another flick. Lucky tune in a rundown Mexican cafe, almost 
Lady sounded, from all indications, like looks like a poor-man's Cabaret. Reynolds 
the biggest bomb since the one that delivers many of his lines like Henny 
destroyed Hiroshima ... hut surprise, sur- Youngman, but it works. As for 
prise. Even though it takes a while to get Hackman, he's the perfect straight man 
going, Lucky Lady is two hours of great for Minnelli and Reynolds, both of whom 
entPrtainment. appear to be living it up in this movie. 
In the Depression years (when And why not? It cost a small fortune to 
prohibition is still in effect). Liza Minnelli make. 
and Burt Reynolds are rumrunners off the If there is a current movie th.it 
California coast: They're joined by demonstrates they still make 'em like they 
money-hungry GenP Hackman and set sail used to in Hollywood, it is Lucky Lady. 
for adventure and profit ab~ard their Lavish sets, colorful cinematography and 
yacht, the "Lucky Lady". Basica\ly, that's good "bad guys" abound in this picture, ~ 
t hP whole plot. It does seem pretty thin (I and even though the old-fashioned form-
wish I was). hut director Stanley Donen ula has a modern twist, it's still,!!, lot of 
throw'> in some very funny vignettes fun. 
involving ruinrunning rivals and a crazy The big furor between the stars and 
Coast Guard captain (overacted to the director was over the story's ending. It 
hilarious hilt hy Geoffrey Lewis). · seems that three different finishes were 
The real trouble with Lucky Lady is filmPd - one showed ·Hackman and 
the way in which it changes di1 ection - and Reynolds dead, with Minnelli weeping 
this it does often. At first, it's over them; another had the three stars 
adll'enturous; then it becomes funny, then looking much older, but still together; and 
viole11t, funny again, then melodramatic. the final conclusion showed the trio sailing 
In om· exceptionally graphic scene, a merrily into the sunset for further 
yoqng s\upmate (likeably portrayed by escapades. Which ending did they finally 
Rohhy ~cnson) is shot so full of holes that use, y'ou ask? Would I give away 
he winds up looking something like something like that? Well, yeah, 
chickf'n cacciatore. These unexpected Iwould ... but I won't, since it's the only 
chang-cs in mood make the film seem more element of suspense in Lucky Lady. At 
disjointed than it really should be. any rate, that Lucky Lady is quite a 
The Minnelli-Hackman-Reynolds broad .. er, ship ... er, movie ... 
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
ir'"f·: __ MISTER D<?NUT 
W.·"· . . !:-; Featuring 
~ The Best-of Coffee 
...-~ in Town 
ftllSl:ef' 209 SOUTH MEADOW 
Do1UAt, on~ the VILLAGE GREEN 
-0-PEN 24 HOURS at C(?MMUNITY CORNE~ 
w·1cB-AM·s 
-Mike 
Scrivens 
By Jay Bobbin · 
He .wanted to be a priest, but wound 
up as a disc jockey. So goest the story of 
Mike Scrivens, the "senior" member of 
WIC~-AM6l's staff. Mike. is the only / · . Ph t ·b R·. k v 
. . o o y tc Loung 
member of the senior class to be on the , . . . 
station this semester, but he feels·no less some of the celebrities he questioned were 
a part of it than any other staff member. aVctors Geo~ge Pe~p~rd and Robert 
Mike was born in Hunt1·ngto p . aughn and 1mpress1omst Mel Blanc. 
n, a. m It th t · · 1953, but .his family moved seven years . seems a _an m.~erv1ew spot was 
later to Spencerport, N.Y. (a suburb of Just, pe_rfect :or Mike. I l~ve people. I 
Rochester). His desire to J·oi·n th I don t hke chques or conceited people; I e c ergy J'k t be f · di " S · • 
stayed with him until the sixth or seventh I e o 7:1en y.. cr1vens concern for 
grade. He then thought of becoming a pe~ple moliv_ated him to help drug addicts 
neurosurgeon but his h1"gh sch I d while attending Grahm. He claims that he 
, oo gra es h t d"t· I d . 
-kept him from pursuing that wish. Says as ~any. ra I mn~ ways an i?eas t?at 
Mike, "I always wanted to help people," he chngs to, extending even to his musical 
. A th th" M"k I d" preferences. no er mg I e a ways 1d was to . . 
love music This led to h" . t t . Though he hkes almost all· kmds of 
. 1s m eres m . M"k . . .. . , 
broadcasting, which was cemented by a music, I e esµec1ally enJoys oldie~' and 
. trip to radio station WBBF in Rochester ~he groups who perform_ them . . He IS ~lso 
(''That's where it all started") N :th. mto popular' progressive and class1cal 
0 OW, WI d b t h d' l"k 
two shows each week on WICB-AM61 soun s, u . e is I es country and 
Mike has his chance to play his kind of "bubbleg~m" music. As far as hi":' current 
music - but he'd r~ther let his listeners do surroun~mgs ar.e concern~d. Mike. c_om-
the programming. "I like to take requests m~nts, I love WICB-AM, but.I feel that 
and I enjoy getting calls. lfeel that people this S~hool of Co_mmunications is too 
should be able to hear what they w t t expensive for what it offers. I had a more 
hear. If someone requests sometbin~ an~ tho~ough education at Gr_ahm." (Grahm is 
I don't play it, it's because I can't find it". des~gned so that graduates can enter the 
Although WICB-AM is the primary h;:mess as soon as t.~ey complete the!r 
radio experience for many ·of its ,. k " t years there.) Some three-credit 
. the case is different with MikeScrivJOC sl' courses are worth $300 a credit hour, and 
h 
. . ens n other aren't worth $50." 
t e two ye-ars prior to commg to I.C., . , . . . 
Mike attended Grahm Jun· C II Mike s other mterests include tenms, 
tor O ege, a th 't d t I · · 
communications school in Boston wht;lre he e gm ar, ~n e e~1S1on - and he does 
earned an associate degree· in t I , . . tend to overindulge in the latter. "Do I 
e ev1Sion I ve TV' It' b d h b · f · " H" production and-radio. (He ctt.me to Ithaca o .. ·., . ~ a. _,.a , a it o µune... . ts 
to get his Bachelors degrr7r in the field ) future desires mclude radio. announcing 
At Grahm, Mike was presidentlof his ("I'~ love to do an ·~19ie~· show") and 
fraternity a member of the radio staff selhng; he would also hke to return to 
P
roductio~ enuin'eer a hock t ' aschool and study Communications Law' in 
.,. , ey earn d t ht . h' M ' d 
manager a member of th . d" . or er o o am ts asters egree and 
. · ' e JU iciary ossibl a Ph D 
committee and a student advisor. As if p y. · · 
that wasn't enough.to keep him bu~y. he 1:Jn~d ~ay,.however, Mike Scrivens 
also Conducted a d
: . t • has his interests centered at WICB-AM61 
m ny ra 10 m erv1ews; . ' 
- - where he takes to the microphone each 
Thursday from 8 to 11 p.m. and Saturday 
from 4 to 6 p.m. If you're in the market 
for a disc jockey who cares about his 
audience and his music, Mike is probably 
the "jock" for you. 
H"gie's Jewelry 
Itha-c-a Commons 
Established 187$'.. 
Ithaca College Student Activities Board presents 
T·he National Touring Company of 
GODSPELL 
SA TUR DAY FEBRUARY 21 8:00 PA1 
ITHACA COLLEGE FORD HALL 
T/C'KETS: 
,•,,, . 
": .... 
--WICBAM&FM 
Sports Coverage · · ' 
WICB ~ports has exclusive coverage of Ithaca 
College Hockey and Basketball games. Three big 
games are headed yo1,1r way. The I.C. Cagers go 
against R.I. T. on. the 17th. Nick Drinker and Dave 
Storey will· be there to cover the action. On the 
18th. WICB's Keith Mueller and Jeremy House will 
he on hand to cover I.C. Hockey versus Brockport. 
on· the 20th, it'll be Nick Drinker and Ed Alpern 
calling .the ."plays. when the I.C. Hockey team plays 
Cortland. The ba$ketbal1 game will be carried on 
92 WICB-FM, while both Hockey games will be 
heard over WICB-AM 61. 
· The WICB Concert Hall is moving to a new 
time. You'll be able to hear the greatest classical 
sounds every day! The new time is 4 in the 
artcrnoon. Join, host David Ginder Mondays, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays and Eric Thielking ,on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays for The WICB Concert 
Hall, Dnly on 92 WICB-FM. 
Nightbird and Co. 
This new show on WICB AM 61 is hosted by 
Ailison Steele. The show provides an in-depth look 
at today's top tc'.:Ording artists and their music. 
Nightbird and Co. is heard on WICB-AM 61 Sunday 
l'Vl'nings al 7:30. · 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS 
Host Rich Turkel interviews Ithaca Colkge 
professor Paul McBride about political movements 
during the 60's. They will discuss such 
contro·versial groups as the Black Panthers and the· 
S.D.S. The new time for- Ithaca Happenings is 7:30 
Friday·evenings on 92 ICB. -
I 
HEST OF BROADWAY 
Best ,if Broadway, now heart.I on WICB-FM on 
Saturdays from fto 3 pm, can also be heard over 
WICB-AM 61 on Sundays from lfl to 11 am. This 
week;host Rick Frishman is fea.1 ~ing the music of 
"Mame". 
"Contact", a telephone-talk and music show 
h,isted by Steve Gold, premieres Tuesday at 10 pm 
on 92 ICR. Each week's program will deal with a 
topic of rontrovers) or general interest. _This 
wf-ek's issue: "Is your college education worth the 
monev't' In future weeks, the J.F.K. Assassina-
. -. _. tion .• cohabitation before marriage. and space 
('Xploration and "Star Trek" will be discussed. 
Participate in "Contact", this Tuesday at 10 pm on 
92 ICR. You speak ·and WICB listens ... on 
"Contact!". 
By Jay Bobbin 
This is the weekend of the Ku Klux Klan and a 
rock-oriented Phantom. If you are right_ now 
scratching your head and saying "Huh?", permit 
me to elaborate ... 
If you thought that the Klan went out of 
, existence a long time ago, think again. Lee 
· Marvin, Richard Burton and O.J. Simpson combat 
those guys in white 5heets in The Klansman, set in 
the soutn of the late 1960's. The film guarantees 
"several on-screen rapes and a graphic castration"· 
some of my friends oughta love this picture. (Uh, 
sorry, guys ... ). I've heard that half the fun of The 
Klansman is derived through watching B11rton try 
to maintain an American accent. 
"He sold his soul for rock n' roll." That's the 
catch phrase which best describes Phantom of the 
Paradise, a psychedelically jazzed-up "Phantom of 
the Opera." Singer-composer Paul Williams stars 
and a young lady named Jessica Harper appears as 
the lovely prey of the devilish phantom. The film 
was directed by Brian DePalma, a rather unique 
young director who also made a comedy spoof 
called Greetings and a well-received thriller 
entitled Sisters. 
Here's a further look at coming Ithaflicks: 
Burt Reynolds and the wildest football game on 
film in The Longest Yard; Clint Eastwood once 
again blasting the bad guys in Magnum Force; 
Barbra Streisand and Walter Matthau in the 
mammoth musical marathon · (and big box office 
bomb) Hello Dolly; and The Harrad Experiment, 
which _deals with a college at which male students 
and female students live together. Those of you 
who lived in Landon Hall last year, rest assured 
it's only fiction ... 
THIS WEEKEND'S GUIDE: 
The Klansman, Thursday at 9:30 pm, Friday at 
7:30 and 10:00; 75 cents_. 
Phantom of the Paradise, Saturday and Sunday at 
7:30 and 10:00 pm; one dollar. 
NEXT WEEK'S COMING ATTRACTIONS: 
Thurs. and Fri.; Richard Harris and Van,essa 
Redgrave find royal love on one of W a"rn·er 
Brothers' largest sets in "Camelot . 
Sat. and Sun; The hump on Marty Feldman's back 
that changes sides, the Peter Boyle/Gene Wilder 
version of "Puttin' on the Ritz", and the other 
warped delights of Mel Brooks' Young Franken-
stein. 
GAbe Lincoln in lllinoiS.oe~ 
AND-ithaca, Starting !uesday 
Robert E. Sherwood's play Abe Lincoln in The three-art drama chronicles the adult life of 
Illinois, featuring a specially constructed revolving Abraham Lincoln through his election to the 
~pl, ·will hl' presented hy the Ithaca College Senior PrPsidency. Firman Brown, who is directing the 
Ensl•mhl(' February 17 through 21 in the Main Sl•nior Ensemble, says that playwright Sherwood 
Thl•atrl' of tl)e Dillingham Center. Curtain is at "shows Lincoln passing through a crisis_ of 
d:lfi.~m and ticket.s _f_or the general p~blic are on .conscience from which he emerges as a man of 
sail•. for $2 at the Box. Office, which is open.noon to 5 resolved principles." 
pm. ('all 607-274-3224 for· reserva•"t•io•n•s• ... ·------.----------------, 
· ICKEY' 
USIC STOR 
20 l S. TlOGA ST. 
ITHACA. N.Y. 
272-8262 
N o,w ----gu 1tars. 
banjoes and_:record_s 
Tu,,..d.iy tllru Saturday S p.m. ,o 1 a.m. 
· Dinner$ Served 6:00-8:30 . 
R•$•rv.ationa Requested-:- 5J9-772f 
GINDOUSCOCIITAILS 
· · - . .-GnATF008 
INLAXING ATIIOSPHSJEl 
.. For _Valentine's D.v 
. QEt,THE CLAP at 
tICK-IT 
- ___ and.save5°_·per.-sco0p_.on·- _ 
any.pink-ice·-·--··,andJet~1·1etter 
·:torteach purcbas~_ot4o·~ or-mor~·-·=· 
. : ·. ,($ ;;:.~:OPEN:'.SPNf 1 MlO.l~UOHT- WES'f~TOWER.-BASEMENT-
~f'r~?:'-~~~-·~~.,~;><»:4; j_s.:_;:~~~~~~-~~~'t"-~~=:,•~-r..~;\.·1~ .. ~n~.\. .. ~ .. ·"'~-·"'"•''""•;:..; .. ~ ... , •• :,,:.;.~ .... r.,'l_ .. •, ~ -~·~·:, .. · • 
. /• 
·, 
' 
': 
'· 
Th,t,, u~.~~~·}feij~u~J~.--197~_·.~~ r,. ·: 
.. 
Channel" 6' Febo' 1'l thru 1g 
7:30 pm NEWS SCENE-News from around the 
world, around the country. and around your home 
7 :45 pm ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE 
8:00 pm THE TONIGHT SHOW· the first of a 
series of two Tonight Shows stars Fred Raker as 
Johnny Carson. 
9:00 pm Tuesday/Th~rsday THE ITHACA 
COLLEGE DATING GAME · The Student 
Activity Board presents this romantir, funny, 
cra:r.y, tPrrific, unbelievable show. 
9:00 pm Wed. Feb. 18 ENERGY VS. ECOLOGY 
Do some of the projects to create energy exploit 
th<' ecology of our earth'? 
9 30 FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD Pastrami .:, pm 
anyom•!'!'! Hal and Sandy Kuntz of the famous. 
downtown eatery are the guests of hqst Gary 
BPtlman. 
10:00 pm NEWS SCENE 
ARNOLD PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
FORALL YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRES_S & OFFSET 
( 607) 272-7800 416 East S~t;, St 
-lthnrn . . 
Uncle Sam wants 
YOU 
,J 
,-...,.--.}; _ _., ~, 
atthe 
Terrace Dining Hali 
Friday, the 13th 
9pmi=iJam 
; 
25~ Light 
and u>arll !Beers 
Light & Slide Show~ 
Admission 
Guys: $1.25 
Girls: $1. 
1 Free Beer 
9-10 
souAd by, J. Ow s\3y 
' • ' • I \. I! \ ~ t f"' 
'i,•: ,l "· ·: •: ' .. ~~::.. ••• 
'I\,,. 
',•'' 
The Ithacan, February 12, 19'16, pap 8 
CoUDSelon, pbyskally fit: Adlr- Lobe? How about giant sequoia 
ondack Boys Camp, sailing, '!J' mahogany trees? 
swimming [WSIJ, Canoeing, Snow Queen 
Campcraft, Archery, Tennis, Too shin.oy longhair: 
Softball. 39 Miq Vnlley Rd., Yourh afwo looks weally 
Pittsford, NY 14534. good, awlso 'l'ewwi agwees· 
HELP WANTED· We need a 
budding young artist to do 
graphic arts for the Ithacan. 
Apply in person on Wednesday 
night or call Bob Don, :x783. 
\1idterm take homes, papers or 
anything expertly and quickly. 
t)·ped. 1..ow rates · fringe 
benefits · contact Lynn 273-7144 
i'ln campus!. 
signed, Ad-Hoc Sub-Com· 
mittee OD the Committee OD the 
Ithacazatioo of a Long Island 
Hippie 
L· 
Now that you have a 'vette, 
we'll have to get together and 
race. Happy Valentines Day. 
-8 
Janet· . 
Met any ghosts lately? 
Booooooooo 
Robin, 
Spiritual Development Discus- Happy birthday, beautiful. I 
!-lion Group · Mon's relationship hope you really like your pre· 
with God in self-awareness, sents. It took a lot of thought. 
Tuesdays· 7:30 pm, 504 N. But you're well worth it. Maybe 
Aurora St., Bob and Leslie, someday (you know what I 
familv of mankind. All are mean!] .. , 
wt>lc~me. Love always, Que Sera Sera 
:\1u·ht•le, Sue and Pris-
l'lease accept all collect 
phol'lt' calls from Digger, Figur· 
int•!-!, 1'.G. man, Andre, and 
~ ours truly. 
Love, Undy 
To my LOGO winning roommate 
· ('ongratulations-
Cindy 
llt•ar ali-24-:15 
I mu!-il compliment you on your 
· wt•ekend therapy. You sure 
know how to break hearts, too! 
Ho('k~ 
H.A., 
Thanx for telling me what it 
meant. 
Oue Sera Sera 
MSR-
Saw you with the babe last 
night, good scene. Watch out for 
JAWS! 
JFR 
JFR· 
The babe lives! 
MSR 
MSR-
Where? 
JFR 
Spend this Friday the 13th with 
Terrace Seven and the party 
king, George M. Boogie from 9,.. 
until I at the Terrace Dining 
Hall. Music by Clockwork, beer 
by the keg. 
Hi Mom and Dad, 
I hear Puerto Rico is Fantas-
tic during March. 
Love, Bunky 
. 
Recipe #.00008 
}{LLOWSNOW: 
1. Fill a glass with nice, clean snow. 
(White only, please.) 
2. Add Cuervo Gold Especial. 
3. See it turn yellow? 
4. Put a straw in and drink. 
5. If snow is unavailable, use crushed ice. 
Or, forget the snow, and just put a straw 
in the bottle. Or forget the straw and 
just pour some Gold in a glass. Or just 
have some water. Must we make 
all these decisions for you? 
Dear Ralph, 
I like mine fHlllDy-aide up. 
Fat Lou 
To Phyllis, Jane, Terry, 
Wishing you . all a happy 
Valentines day. Andalll can say 
is "GEKATEA WEKATEA" or 
as Jane says "RUKATA RU· 
KATA". 
Love, Lisa 
,. 
And I got eats and teeth and heir 
for sale 
Baron Bo1117.e is on your -toil · 
I cooked the bat in the gumbo 
pan 
Drank the blood from a rusty can 
Turned me into the honga man 
I'm the Lover of the Bayou. 
Starry-eyed lllld Laughing 
Woody, 
BED, llappy Valentines Day 
Three weeks and counting. sweetie, can't wait to share _a 
Minor complications whict. we : wild weekend. 
will work out. Happy Valentines Love, your val_entine 
day and' say h~Uo to mom and 
dad. Florida won't wait, neither 
will any of us, so let'~ go NOW! 
Love, SRED 
Eas,Y Ed, 
Happy Valentines Day! I 
missed ya a lot - 6 weeks is a long 
time. Pray for snow when you 
get here and I hope someone 
steals your snow tires. 
Love you, Suzy 
Hickey, 
Amy, 
Happy Feb. 14 .•. 
love B.J. 
Happy Valentines day. 
Don't think too much ... see you 
Tues nite! 
The Florida Candidate 
Dear Cathy, 
Welcome. Hope you have a 
good weekend. Happy Valen· 
tines Day. 
Marcie 
Wally: 
. It was great to have you. 
VISIT (remember what that 
means] last Wednesday night. 
We should do it again soon. 
Better keep your hard hat on if 
you do 
Signed, Unsigned 
To Whom It May Concern, 
Roses are red 
violets are blue 
wouldn't you love to know 
what I fantasized about you? 
Guess who??? 
P.S. Your turn next!!!!!! 
Dear R,>b, 
Happy Valentines Day. 
lov~ your funny face. 
your secret admirer 
To H.ah-
Happy birthday, kid. Don't 
mind Que Sera Sera - what does 
he kno~ anyway? 
BA 
I 
To the girls, 
We have to spend at least 
one Sunday just doing nothing. 
Love, (your too serious 
neigbbotJ 
Is there ony truth.to the rumor 
that a young feminist has taken 
over as Head Female Eunich of 
Hilliard Hall? 
· an inD1,ce~t bystander 
TO: The Ragman 
From Athene then 
I must go, 
No love from lita 
do I show. 
I'll pick the scraps 
of love and sorrow 
and into the earth 
will they be sown. 
From T.D. 
P.S. ownership by T.D. music 
H-15 
Dear Mommy and Aont Ellen, 
Thanks for oursing·me back 
to health (and putting up with 
my bitching)-
Love, "Sue with the Ou" 
To the makers of "Through the 
eyes of a TV set"-
W e ( the stars) are leaving 
for Mexico next week. If you 
know what's good for you, you'll 
·come with us. (without the Bell 
and Howell]. 
Sweet Melissa, 
Though we've been apart, 
the memory of you still lingers 
on. Hoping to .see you soon. 
Happy Valentines Day! 
D.C. 
Dear Felix, 
Ours is a perfect marriage. 
We never fight, we just discuss. 
Cleanliness, Orderliness, 
and Love, Oscar 
There will be a meeting 
of all interested 
* OFF CAMPUS tr STUDENTS 
aQO pm on Wednesday 
·February18th · 
union cafeteria~. 
. . discussing pro.,lenis-with 
living off C. . pusZTti,i~ \'-''" also_ be an 
qpportunity io_w.i)d{o~---,.~~lems an 
ideas conce~mg·sc·hot;tl'in general. 
. . - . . 
Pie••• c;ome··~ 
----.. ., .. __ -we.n;e.~ V~.qt ~,!et .. ~--:-.... 
.. ·- ooa_Par~d y 
[ciptmued from pau1, jive J 
investigated all the accounting 
procedures and examin~ the 
total budget for the co~pany. 
After lengthy tabulations, their 
suspicions were confU1Ded. 
Someone had been fudging the 
figures, writing in higher ex-
penditures for raw materials. 
They decided to take matters 
into their own hands and get 
ba~k at the company for fooling 
them. or course, they were 
operating "for the good of the 
community". 
The chocolate machinery 
wru, very delicate, precisely 
controlling the mixture of butter 
fat and cocoa. If anyon_e were to 
alter the machinery, the choco-
late would -come out bad and 
would be useless. Bow and 
Locked decided to fiddle with the 
machinery so that it would make 
bad chocolate. If bad chocolate 
was made, someone would check 
the books to see how much was 
lost and in the process, they 
'would find out what Bow and 
Locked already knew: the 
budget had been fudged. 
So late one night, Bow and 
Locked snuck into the factory 
and adjusted all the machines. 
Needless to say, the next work 
day resulted in a massive pro-
duction of bad chocolate, hurting 
'the. company and the workers. 
Somehow, Fishen found out who 
perpetrated the · manuever and 
immediately called for a meeting.· 
The meeting did not go very 
well. Fishen blasted the two 
union heads (it was well known 
that he didn't like Paul Bow) and 
because their alledged action was 
in "The interest of the commun-
ity", the president cond~mned 
the whole union. 
The price increase remains 
to this day. Paul Bow and Andy 
Locked left the union. Some say 
that ·they are still working for 
Pandy. Others say they went 
away to work for another union. 
Whatever their fate, the problem 
at Pandy still remains. The 
administration does not get along 
well with the workers. Condi-
tions at the factory have not 
worsened but they haven't im-
proved either. . 
There are two riew people in 
charged of the union. They are 
Marcie Borgirl and Mark Guitar-
string. Hopefully, they can 
someday restore the rapport 
between the adminis~ration and 
the workers at the Pandy 
Chocolate Company of ICledge. 
. ,. , . 
SUMI\IER ROUND TRIP 
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Handicaued Spimmers _Program 
-'Th~)' Live For-Each, Saturday' 
By Fred Raker· 
A young man climbed out of 
the pool, grabbed a towel, and 
then dried himself off. As tie 
walked towards~the door leading 
to the lockerroom, he noticed me . 
and extended his right hand; 
"Hi. I'm ·David Rinchack," he' 
managed, as our hands connect-
ed. I returned the greeting and a 
broad smile appeared on his thin, 
sincere face.···--.. 
David is mentally retarded 
and has cerebral palsy. And 
every Saturday he, along ~ith 
twenty-six other handicapped 
children and_young adults, comes 
up to Ithaca College for an hour 
o(.swimming and recreatiorr. 
The Fellowship of Athletes, 
a group of 40 student volunteers, . 
is responsible for the program 
which. "provides the disabled 
with opportunities for,social and 
physi<'al recreational activities, 
many of which are often taken 
for granted by those who are 
hoth physically and mentally 
ht•althy ," 
RPg-un in 1968, ~he program 
initially involved six kids. 
Curn•nlly, twenty-seven swim-
mers, ranging from the ages of 6 
to 34. arP participating~ · 
ThP 1975-76 Fellowship of 
At hh•tps is headed by three 
studl'nts: Rick Gaddes, Dave 
Tari<'a. ancl Amy Kessler. Rick, 
an instru('tor last year, was 
' (continued from page one] 
employees, Chris. Brown and 
Eleanor Whitted~- were ·1ayed:.'off 
last October, Henderson said, 
"The intensity of this movement 
seemed to be heightened by the 
termination of.two employees in 
the Personnel Office." 
B. The summary never 
referred, directly or indirectly to 
Chris Brown or Eleanor Whitted. 
3) A. Henderson reported, 
"There is a great feeling that 
certain members of the Person-
nel Office staff have a demeaning 
attitude and do not respond to 
staff personnel in a warm and 
helpful manner." 
B. The Adi:ninistration does 
not refer to this specific indicator 
of staff opinion. 
According to Stern, who did 
read the genuine Henderson 
document as well as the.adminis-
tration's summary, "The tone of 
the report was taken out when 
the summary was written. The 
intensity of his remarks was 
lessened;" 
The Henderson report as 
well as the whole issue of 
personnel problems at I.C. will 
be the subject of a meeting to be 
held .next week. 
also addressed by Staff 
Council was future paytoll proce-
dure Cot Ithaca College employ-
ees., Comptroller, Carl Sgrecci, 
spoke. .about the handling of 
paychecks for staff· as well as 
299CASU 
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•Gro~,._ies. • Kegs · 
P•rty •~ie, • Ice 
. responsible for organizing this program: 
year's prog_i:am. · The ·group is Denise Secules: "I heard 
· funded by Student Con.gress. · 
, about it frorrf"another PT-major · In an ef.fo_ r_t to find interest- last year. This season I'm 
ed persons., ·Rick sent 250 appli- · working with a guy who is 32 
· cations through . the BOCES. years old. 1-Ie really lo~ks 
st!hool system-. "We work. with forw:-.rd to coming as does 
BOCESI _for .J.he ,yom;iget mern- everyone. And everybody 
hers," he said: . "The· older 
• · knows everybody else. I even 
swimmers ~ome fromJ:;hallenge see some of them downtown 
Industries." There were about 
~ccasionally. It's great ... very 
30 who were interested , in rewarding ... everyone has a good 
joining. time." 
Swimming is the main activ- Laurie Chockley: "I got 
ity engaged in on Saturdays; involved in the program bec,?use 
however, there are other events I enjoy being with little ~ids ... at 
· ·that take place. Some of the college I don"t get much of a 
special activities that have oc- chance to work with them. The 
curred in the past include: a program is good because it helps 
magk show, movies, bowling, the kids associate with others as 
parties, and, when the weather well as getting exercise. The 
permitted, outdoor games. - kids seem to love it. .. as do the 
Rut everyone loves the 
wal('r. "A lot of the kids are 
very goocl swimmers," Rick 
mentioned. "Everyone, inclu-
ding those who have never swam 
be£on•, has improved greatly 
through the program ... even if it 
has just been getting himself 
wet." 
Dedicated Instructors 
The instructors are extrem-
ely dedi(·ated. According to the 
three <"oordinators, "they offer 
sincere companionship on a per-
sonal. om•-to-one basis ... the kids 
lov(' tht>m." 
i\ f(•w of the instrurtors 
offP~NI th(•ir comments about the 
instru(·tors." 
Scott Kilmer: "I hecame 
involved with the program 
through Rick .. .I'm also a swim-
mer on thl' side. Being a 
Physi('al Theri1py major. I felt it 
would he a great experience. 
Pat. thP hoy I work with, really 
appre('iat(•s it. .. we do other 
things together (like playing- ping 
pong-). in addition to swimming-." 
Kim Curry: "I .. hl•g-an 
working in the program last 
yPar. I enjoyed the idea of 
swimming education ... kids get-
ting- out for recreation. Also. I 
thought it would he good training-
sinl'P I am a PT major. I work 
with a littlP girl and it°" r(•ally 
... Henderson Report 
faculty in the future. He said 
that currently a long-term plan 
is underway to change the 
present systems of budgeting 
and personnel as well as pay.oil. 
Proposals and action toward 
major alterations will be handled 
within the next 18 months. 
the policy being that although 
the administration will have the 
final say, the staff will liave 
input; salary increases will be 
effective this July first, and, 
_lastly, that direct action has been 
. taken in the current search for a 
new Director of Personnel to fill 
Arthur's spot, and the culmina-
tion of this process will be a visit 
by the final candidate(s) with the 
administration, the deans, and 
directors as well as a group 
reoresentin~ staff. 
ni(•p to see her progress:· 
ThP parents Qf thP children 
an• aho involved in the program. 
8onw come on Saturday to 
wah'h, and m·casionally they will 
lend a hand. The volllnleers 
haw a g-oocl rapport with tht> 
parPnts: thl•v kt-l'P in tou<'h with 
t hc•m ancl n•n•ive feedh,H'k all the 
tinH•. 
"Tht• parPnts arp a grrat 
hc•lp."" said [)avl'. "Tht'.Y arl' 
oppn with us. whfrh is impor-
tani ... hasil'ally. W(' arp striving 
for l'ommuni(·at"ion hl'twec•n thl' 
instnwtors, thP kids. and thl' 
parPnts." 
"\\"p'rp n•ally into hPlping-
kid" a lot." hP add(•d. "\Vp do our 
lw,t as non-profpssionab." 
Not all of thl' parti<"ipants 
arl' from Itha(·a. Sonw of them 
(·omt• from Cortland, Lansing-, 
Danh_v. and ('V('n Elmira. "It's 
on(• of I hl' f(•w programs of I hi!--
'-Ort in t hl' arl·a." 1·ommPnt1•d 
Ririe 
Photo by Marc Wollin 
It is a heauti{ul sight to SPl' 
on Saturday afternoons rrom I 2 
noon to 1 :00. Ever),'Onl' n•all~· 
dot's havt' a good tinw. ThP~-
laug-h and sl'ream and sp}a<;h 
around as if nothing- l'\-.p mat-
tNPd to any of them. Tht•.v arP 
('onl<•nt. Ancl most of th(•m arP 
1·1111•. 
On<· hoy. wh1•n I askpd him 
to s1wll hi, last nam(•: said. 
"F I-S-C-11-E. .. and I'll l!ivl' you 
th<· la..,t lt•ttPr in just a s(•rond." 
.\IHI h1• dovt' to thP hot torn oft 1 " 
pool. A, h1• reacht>d thl' surfa, , .. 
hP .vPlled. "IL" 
Thi• g-enPral t·ons1•nsus is 
that al'll•r an hour of swimming-
and playing- around. llw group 
IPav1•, with a rPeling- ol' happi-
m•,-.. 
"Thi' kids tand the parPnt!--l 
appn•1·iat.1• th<· program," said 
i\111,v. summing- up th1• situation. 
"Thi.., i, n•all,v t hi' onl,v l'orm of 
n•c-r1•at ion t h,11 t hP,Y havP ... I h1•y 
Ii\ l' for Pa<'h Sat urda_\' :· 
McHngh 
To.Visit 
Congressmand Matthew F. 
Mcllugh will be in Ithaca on 
Friday, February 13th at a 9:00 
a.m. meeting of the Tompkins 
County Board of Representa-
tives. Also, McHugh is schedul-
ed to meet with editors and 
reporters of The Ithaca Journal 
at 3:30 p.m. on the same day. 
Three possible options of 
dealing with paychecks for all 
employees here were discussed: 
1) pay employees in person, 2) 
pay through the mail (the 
present method) or 3) the direct 
deposit method, which would 
mean putting employees' profits 
into their banks. Paul Robeson 
Chairman of Staff Council, 
Doug Waite, announced that the 
Council's proposal to add a staff 
representative to the · Board of 
Trustees has been placed on the 
agenda for the Trusteeship Com-
mittee to be held next Thursday, 
February 19th. · 
Other items covered were: 
an affirmative vote passing two 
amendments to the Community 
Council which the Faculty Coun-
c_il has already passed; the 
administration's decision to again 
publish the.Staff Handbook with -
Bla_ck Revolutionary Artis: 
Alook at his life and work -- A discussio·n film seric~ 
A Song of'Freedom and Emperor Jones 
~~" a discussion-w-it~ Clayton Riley 
playwright from New York City 
Sunday February 115 2:00pm to 5:00pm 
Textor 102 IJhaca Colle e 
Haeger ·hangers & planters 
The hangers come in personality pl_us 
figurines_ or reqular pots complete with 
tancy hanging cords or leather th_ongs. In 
a deep rich texture of hand-applted !:iana 
colorin
1
g from Haeger. "Playful Critter~" 
planters are hand-decorated stoneware in 
the shape of delightful animals that show 
off your plants to perfection. 
planters 
hangers 
8.50-17".SO 
12.00, 13.00 
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· Bombers· Lose To Hartwick; 
Face 1st Place RPI Saturday 
/ . 
By-John Murphy 
Hartwick, the top rated 
college division basketball team 
in New York State, hosted and 
defeated the ·J.C. -varsity Tues-
day night, 60-51. 
Lew Michaux who scored 14 and 
13 respectively. Meanwhile 
Gregg Hall, Bill Martin and Dana 
Gahres combined for· 40 points to 
lead the 15-3 Hartwick squad. 
weekend in what has become a 
critical weekend in the ICA,C 
race. The winner of the 
conference automatically gets a 
bid in the NCAA division three 
playoffs. 
The winners were paced by 
a huge front line that had an 
average height of. 6'7". In 
contrast the Bomber forward line 
averaged out to 6'3". This 
proved to be a definite advantage 
for Hartwick as they enjoyed a 
40-22 edge on the boards. The 
Bombers outshot Hartwick from 
the floor to make matters close 
until the final minutes when the 
game was decided. LC. was 
paced by forwards .Joe Casey and 
The Bombers record drop-
ped to 7-12 with only seven 
games remaining. Thus· a 
y,,inning season is a tough task. 
Among the remaining games is a 
battle with conference rival 
R.P.I. The Engineers are 
currently leading the Indepen-
dent Collegiate Althletic Confer-
ence with a 5-1 record. Ithaca 
and St. Lawrence are close 
behind in second place with 
identical 5-3 marks. R.P.I. hosts 
both second place squads this 
The Junior Varsity had a 
more successful -night beating 
Hartwick by a score of 82-'l2 in 
the preliminary game. The win 
was the 10th in just fifteen 
games for the Jayvees who were 
supported by balanced scoring. 
Tim Callaghan and Dave Steven-
son paced the winners with 16 
points apeice. Herb Richmond 
snared 15 rebounds and blocked 
7 shots in playing an excellent 
floor game. 
lceinen Cut DoWn 
. ' . 
' ' 
Soaring Eagles, j8-1 
By Peter Talbot 
\ 
,IC Swimming: 
Women Win,·,Men Lose 
Last Friday, February 6, 
the Bomber Icemen faced off 
against the Elmira Soaring Ea-
gles, and came away with an 8-1 
victory. Th·e Bombers jump~ 
out to an early' 4-0 first period 
lead. Chuck Joynt and Dayrl 
'Whitely both had hat tricks for 
the Bombers. 
In the nets for Ithaca, John 
Mouridian had an excellent night 
as he came up with 34 saves to 
keep Elmira off the scoreboard. 
The Bombers probably played 
their best team game of the 
season and pulled within one 
game of 500 as their record stood 
at 5-6. 
.... 
By George Goodman 
,The two IC swimming teams 
went in llppositc directions as far 
as winning and losing are con-
cerned. The good news first: the 
women continued their, winning 
ways with a solid 79-51 victory 
over William Smith College last 
Wednesday. Now for the bad 
news: tht• mCJl lost two meets 
last week. They lost 62-50 to 
Hobart at Geneva on W edne!'day 
.. and then lost to RIT 70-43 at 
Rochester. The women now 
have a 3-1 record while the men 
have accumulated a 2-6 mark. 
Andrew placed first in the 50 and 
100 backstroke · events and the 
100 butterfly. The Bombers also 
received wins from Debbie Lane, 
Karen Ray, Adrienne Allen and 
Ellen Steege. Lane was victori-
ous in the 50 breaststroke while 
Ray won the 50 butterfly. Allen 
(1 meter) and Steege (3 meter) 
were the winners in the diving 
competition. 
Men Lose 
winning ways· with victories in 
the 1 and 3 meter diving events. 
Gregg Wilcynski (200 butterfly) 
and Ken Dinkle (100 freestyle) 
and Mark La.ff (200 breaststroke) 
were also victorious· for the 
visitors. 
~obart Insures Win 
The Bombers were trailing 
55-50 entering the last event, the 
400 freestyle relay worth seven 
points. The Statesmen won to 
make sure of their victory. 
On Saturday in Rochester, 
RIT won 8 out of 13 eve,nts on 
way to-their victory. The Tigers 
The females will host Brock-
port on Friday at 4:30, a make-up 
from an earlier cancellation. The 
men will travel to Brockport on 
Friday and Lock Haven ·on 
Monday before coming liome 
next Thursday for a meet vs. 
Geneseo. 
Andrew Paces Squad 
Meanwhile at Geneva, the 
men were losing a closemeet to 
Hobart. The Statesmen jumped 
to an early 25-9 lead when the 
Bombers started their comeback. 
Steve Kirkpatrick came through 
with first place honors in the 200 
IM and the 200 barkstroke. 
Scott ~andler continued his 
won the first four events and ----
Ellen Andrew was the lead-
er for the women ii'! their victory 
as she won three events. 
EUROPE at ~es you 
ean afford 1roms3qq! 
won 4 out of the next 7 events. 
Steve Kirkpatrick and Scott 
Handler won the 200 IM and 200 
backstroke . while Handler was 
victorious won the two diving 
I -
events at 1 and 3 meters. The 
other IC victory was the 400 
freestyle relay. i TRANSATLANTIC JET FLIGHTS TO LONDON, 
BRUSSELS, FRANKFURT, VIENNA AND ZURICH llnstead Of Wars, <;anies 
All programs completely bonded & government approved • No groups to join, now 
open to you individually • 60-day advance purchase required. Spend less for the 
air ... more when you're there! For SPECIAL low rates, contact ... 
nma111:11111111111m mma ma:11:1mc:, By Bob Marx I.a~ jl~f•[A9 U OR mail coupon for details: "' INIU&l ...... i/lA, ... ,1111.,,., .... II BREAKAWAY TRAVEL, INC, u I d f I t h 
..._ aw? ... I 1938 Williamsbridge Road ti nstea o wars, e s ave 
TRAVEL, INC. D Bronx, N.Y. 1046l D gai:nes. We'll call them the 
(212) 597-9467 (800) 223-8020 g Namc, __ :_:_-:_-:_-:_::====---g Olympics and we'll invite the 
have to pay their ~arriors to 
insure· 'utmost ·performance, 
while others will concentrate on 
tampering with judges. 
Toll free outside of New York State a Ad_dress ~ best warriors from the free and 
'\iir::am ___________ .liiaiiiii•iiiiii-iiiii•ii•iiiiii•nmii•iiiiii•iiamiiiii Communist countries to battle it 
· To kee"p the warriors' minds 
on the games, the males will be 
separated from the- females and 
the Communist and free nations 
will have their own separate 
quarters. Fraternizing. with the 
enemy is totally forbidden. 
Also available Bermuda, Puerto Rico & St. Maarten packages. out. The country with the 
. :,, : 
... 
MA YfER$ §MOKE 5tf10fli) 
ff@$1l of~ SL Dd3 
All Smoke~'ms Supplieo 
l?ap<arbound Books 
1 1,: I~~,..; ..1•1 _ - , , • .-a;~, "" 
strongest and most skillful war-
riors will be declared tbe winner, 
and ·the victors will display their 
medals of valor. Each battle wi!l 
be rewarded with the playing of 
... national fight song, with the 
hest warriors put on pedestals. 
Let not ice and snow'distract 
from the mission at hand. 
Regardless of conditio.ns, the 
object is to win . never mind how 
it's done. ·some countries will 
The International Olympic 
Committee will keep tabs ~n all 
battles, with winners announced 
daily. Fair play and good will are 
promised for none. These games 
will be telecast during prime 
time, with viewer · discretion. 
advised. Please consult your 
local listings. 
Ch_inese-American Food 
114-w. State Street 
' .. -.- .. -· - ... , ~- . ·- ~. --- '• -
: -· ·];'". 1,," 
Tuesday night against the 
Hamilton College Continentals 
tlie Bombers suffered a 5-2 loss. 
The sparse crowd at Lynah Rink 
sa~ Hamilton jump out to an 
early ~-0 lead. . 
Ithaca had many scoring 
opportunities but were not able 
to slip the puck by Hamilton 
goalie Ray Rossi. Late· in the · 
serond period Ithaca g~t on the 
scoreboard with a power play 
goal by Dayrl Whitely. Al 
Howell closed out the Ithaca 
scoring with another power play 
goal in the opening moments of 
the third peri~d. 
Tonight the Bombers will 
face the Red Dragons of Cortland 
.State at Cortland. When these 
An updaie on one of the 
questions from last week's quiz. 
The Montreal Canadiens finally 
lost a game on the West Coast. 
They lost to the Los Angeles 
Kings 7-3. The Canadiens now 
have a record of 29-1-13. Not bad 
at all. 
QUESTION ONE: The National 
Basketball Association have been 
hosting ~ast-W.est · All-Star 
games for 26 years. Name the 
team with the winning percent-
age and the overall record. 
QUESTION TWO: Prior to 
this year's edition of the Ameri-
can Basketball Association All-
Star game at Denver an unusual 
event took place. Name this 
event. 
QUESTION THREE: Since 
·January 26, 1970, the Philadel-
phia 76ers played 14 games at 
· Milwaukee. Name the record the 
Sixers had sported prior to Jan. 
20,-1976. 
QUESTION FOUR: Prior 
to . February 8 of_ this·· year -the 
Boston Celtics had been victori-
ous over a team eleven. consecu-
tive times. Name·this .team .the 
Celtics dominated. · · 
QUESTION FIVE: .Back in 
· the ABA, ·as of Jan: 28 ·of this 
year, the Kentucky Colonels 
have defeated a team 20 straight 
times. Name the unlucky team . 
To-ny Griffo: 
ByDobMarx 
IC Wrestling Hero 
Bombers·. He gave Ithaca its The Qirrent program bother 
first victory of the year, a 24-22 Griffo, who is disen~hanted with 
I_f any one sport could best thriller over RPI, with a timely' the lack of interest amon' 
. ~ a man's character, that sport . pin at 2:40. Then came the win prospective wrestlers. He 1:t 
would be \_Vl'8Stling, . Why? / over Clark.son, where Griffo, optimistic, however,. about next 
Because one must rely exclusive- : now a 190 ,pounder, dominated year's chances for the fresnman-
ly on one's own skill, strength, ' his opponent for a 16-0 superior dominated team. "If everybody 
and endurance, It is a·team sport ' .decision. Tony, whose personal stays out, we have a real good 
only in the sense that it is a team: ·-record now stands at 7-3,' ·repre- chance. We can hold our own." 
of individuals. · . sents J.C. 's main hope. in post- . Hopefully ~terest will pick 
As the 1976 Bomber season season tournament action. · up by next year. We can't afford 
. draws to a disappointing close, In a sport of such physical to lose men like To~y Griffo. 
one individual emerges in the abuse, personal motivation us-
role of hero. That man is Tony ually comes from within. "It 
Griffo. , gives pie a certain amount of 
Bowl-ers Finish 
Fourth in ACY Griffo is a freshman; a satisfaction," stated Griffo. "I soft-spoken business major from don't go out there to hurt people. 
M~sapequa, N.Y. who enjoys I just do it for enjoyment." 
the sport of wrestling. In a Recently Tony has "slimmed The Ithaca College Bowling 
season of frustr11tion for the I.C. down" to 190 pounds, where he team went to Utica this past 
I h weekend for the ACY tourna-grap ers, e is their savior. A feels he will be more effectiv~. h 
1 
h ho 
1 rather personable guy, he is "They were just too big at me_nt. . T e t aca . w e1:5 
humble almost to· a ~int of heavyweight," ile proclaimed;- fi~t:3~ed in ~ourth pla~ m their 
shyness; but on the mat he is a "and they were getting bigger d1V1s1on while Fredonia won the 
machine, flattening opponents and bigger." tournament. 'f!le Ithaca~s 
with frightening regularity. , Tony is looking toward the bowled well, wit~ ~xcep~1o~al 
More than anyone else, he is ICAC championships with the performances turned m by Jumor 
responsible for I.G.'s one tie and hope of avenging '\ loss at the S~awn Murphy and sop_homore 
two wins in 11 outings. Against hands of St. Lawrence's Ken Tim Okamura. The remainder_ of 
St. John Fisher, Griffo pinned _ Shippee. "I want Shippee the team showed w~U, w_1th 
his foe in,the heavyweight class again," he emphacized, following Stuart Campbell turnmg h1_g~ 
to gain a tie for the ailing a 9-0 loss. game for the bowleri: at 215, Ric 
· Mottley and Bob Brinson round-
Two Game Streak Ended; 
Women Cagers At 2-2 
By George Goodman 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Varsity Basketball team had its 
two ~me winning streak snap-
ped by Springfield on Saturday 
when Springfield won 58-33. The 
Bombers now have a 2-2 record. 
The two teams were tied 
10-10 through the first ten 
minutes of the game when 
Springfield exploded for twenty 
straight points. Springfield, now 
3-2, outscored IC by a score of 
25-2 after the 10-10 tie, to take a 
commanding 35-12 halftime lead. 
Ithaca managed to score 21 
points in the second half while 
only giving up 23. 
Lisa Boyer led the Bomber 
scoring with nine points. Spring-
field had three players in ~ouble 
figures. Sherry Sanborn (15), 
Laurie Smith (12) and Mary 
Regan (11) led the victors attack. 
The Bombers travel to East 
Stroudsburg today for a 4:00 
game. Then returns home next 
Wednesday (18th) for a 7:30 
game against Cortland. 
ed out the squad. The division 
three teams that edged out the 
bowlers were Cortland, Bing-
hamton and Oneonta. The Ithaca 
bowlers were again plagued by 
inadequate facilities, suc;cumbing 
to the unusually greasy lanes. 
The Ithaca College Bowling 
team has four important matches 
coming up this weekend. Thurs-
. day, the bowlers will square off 
against Elmira. Friday there 
will be an away match at Cornell 
and Saturday will see half the · 
team battling Eisenhower at 
home while the other half goes to 
Binghampton. All but the 
Cornell match will be in the 
division, testing the bowlers' 
undefeated streak. 
W omens--Ho't~key .. Clat.· 
· Defea~s-Cortland;First Win 
By Linda Wileox 
The I.C. Women's Ice Hoc-
key Club got their first victory of 
th~ season by defeating Cortland 
State last Saturday night 5-4 . 
By the end of the first period 
the I.C. Women were an their 
way to victory with a 4-1 lead. 
The Bomber tallies were by M.B. 
Scarullo with two unassisted 
goals and Joan Ferris and Linda 
Wilcox with one goal each. 
In the second period Cort-
land put the pressure on with 
two goals to cut the I.C. lead to 
4-3. During the final period of 
play each team came back with 
one goal a piece. Ms. Scarullo 
completed her scoring for the 
night giving her a hat trick. 
Both I.C. and Cortland goal-
ies turned in excellent perfor-
mances. Ithaca's Wendy Peters 
had twenty saves while both 
Cortland goalies totaled eighteen 
saves. Upcoming Saturday the 
I.C. Women host St. Lawrence 
at Lynah Rink at 6 p.m. 
UNUSUAL GIFTS 
Saturday, 
Februarv 14 -
., 
VALENTINE'Si 
DAYDANCE '°11 
· · Live Music bv 
., 
''ONYX''f.v;) 
Refreshments $2.00 Ad mission 
Sponsored by 
Terrace Council 
ANSWER ONE: The East . recently won at Milwaukee 111-
o~ns a 17-9 record in All-Star 108. · 
In appreciation for their 
spectacular Grand Opening 
games. 
ANSWER TWO: The ABA 
held a dunking contest between 
five All-Stars. Juluis "Dr." 
Jerving, George Gervin, Artis 
Gilmore, Larry Kenon, David 
Thompson. Erving was voted 
the best dunker. 
ANSWER FOUR: The New 
York Knicks. The Knicks 
recently won against Boston 
97-89. 
ANSWER FIVE: The Vir-
ginia Squires had lost to the 
Kentucky team 20 consecutive 
times. This streak was recently 
broken by .a 108-104 Virginia ANSWER THREE: The 
Sixers have an 0-14 record. They win. 
INSURANCE 
"VOUR PROTECTION• 
,. OUR PRO .. SSIOOOP' 
BROKERS 
ROBERTS. BOOTHROYD 
··-·······Class off '2~ 
ROBERTL.BOOTHROYD 
···········Class oif '60 
HENRY G. KEYSER 
· ···········C•ass of '52 
WILLIAM FLYNN . -· ---
, •••••••••••C.L.U. 
ROBERT S."BOOTHROYD 
.. AGENCY; INC" . , 
"We Welco'me Your Inquiry" 
a12·Ea•~ $eneca, Ithaca, N. Y. t 
'------------..:.·---··..,· .... -·-.... ----------· .................. _....,. -., . ' 
JRAGMANN9§ 
Proudly Presents 
Good Tim(e Hooli§ 
Friday 6 °·! 
Bar Drinks $.75 
Pitchers · $1.50 
... 
-Wash.ingtons ,Birthday 
. 
tereo 
FRI.i SA~, 'MON. - FER. 13, 14, 16, 
Speakers· 
OHM J BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS 
( list $140 pr.) ....................... $59 each 
JENNINGS CONTRARA P 
PEDESTAL 
SPEAKERS ..... $225 each 
KOSS K-6 HEADPHONES 
(list $20 pr.) ...... $14.95 pr. 
AKG K 140 HEADPHONES 
(list $35 pr.) ..... $24.95 pr. 
KOSS PRO 4AA HEADPHONES 
(list $65 pr.) ................. $39.95 pr .. 
U PiMr?Ec HEJ EffiFH SF:4 Sn¥1Ml9i PY.# 
CONCORD BD 1000 
BELT-DRIVE 
Electronics· 
- ROTEL RX 102 STEREO RECEIVER 
( I i st $1 7 0) . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . $.1 29 
HARMAN KARDON soo+ RECEIVER 
( I ist $500) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399 
KENWOOD 4006 AMPLIFIER (35 RMS watts 
per channel) ...... : ................... $259.95 
INTEGRAL SYSTEMS 10 PREAMPLIFIER 
( Ii st $300) . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $199 
ROTEL RA-112 AMPLIFIER 
·( list $105) ....... $89 
9 i W& 9 FEB 16§15M#iiSFS, •, " · I 
', 
,} 
:~~ 
( Ii st $1 00) . . . . . . $89 'I KENWOOD 710 DOLBY ~: 
~1, 
ROTEL RP 1000 Q 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC' 
( I i st $130) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 09 
TANNOY TM 33 MANUAL (list $180) ... 0 ••• $129 
BSR 2310w AUTOMATIC (list $120) ........ $69 
ROTEL 3000 DIRECT-DRIVE (list $220) ..... $189 
. \ . 
Turntables 
CASSETTE j; 
·~ 
DECK ......... $249.95 { 
WATTS PREE.NER _(list $6.00) ............ $3.69 
AKG D707E ·l\'IICROPHONE (list $55) ...... $44.95 
STANTON 500 EE-CARTRIDGE (list $40) ... $19.S5 
WATTS DUSTBUG (list $8.00) ............ $5.49 . 
.. 
,, 
ries 
·Sound Advice 
.205 DRYDEN ROAD, ITHACA, NEW YORK . 
. 
' \..._, 
'/ ' 
